
Engine function and operation

Evaluation of oil leaks, particularly those that are actively 

dripping 

Drivetrain (4x4 and differential engagement)

Transmission engagement and function

Brake and ABS function

Electrical accessory function (up to 4 model years old)

Emission control equipment (present for state standards 

of Texas)

Air conditioning checked for operation 

Odometer verification 

SRS/Airbags check

Structure

Flood

Vehicles deemed AS-IS except for unannounced title 

brand, TMU, flood and structure

Vehicles sold for $3000.00 or less

Passenger vehicles exceeding 20 model years

Kit, homemade, or modified vehicles

Conditions inherent or typical to a specific model or 

manufacturer

Manual transmissions, specifically for clutch assemblies

Wearable items (i.e tires, brakes, belts)

Mechanical defects that require repairs costing less than 

$800

Rejection of vehicles deemed unsafe by Auction 

management

Electronic Data Vehicle Histories

Vehicle grades or scoring systems

Vehicles that have accrued over 100 miles since their 

purchase are not eligible for arbitration

Vehicle accessories on models over 4 years old

Oil leaks that are not actively dripping and visible at time 

of inspection 

Title delay/title absent (90 days after sale date)

ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance System)

Blow-by on diesels

Hybrid components 

Structure Flood

Engine function and operation

Evaluation of oil leaks, particularly those that are actively 

dripping

Transmission engagement and function

Structure

Flood

7 Day Post Sale Inspection $125

No Arbitration (not inspected)

Structure/Frame Only $75

3 Day Drivetrain (GMT) Motor and Transmission Only $100

At EBlock Houston, we adhere to the National Auto Auction Association (NAAA) Arbitration Policy as our benchmark for fairness 

and transparency. We are committed to applying this policy equitably to both buyers and sellers, ensuring a trustworthy and 

reliable auction experience. Please note, the decision of the auction regarding any inspections or arbitration matters is final. This 

policy underscores our dedication to upholding the highest standards in our services.


